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Illumination Source Identification Using
a CMOS Optical Microsystem

Ger de Graaf and Reinoud F. Wolffenbuttel

Abstract—An integrated silicon color sensor system has been
designed and fabricated in CMOS without extra masks for color
filtering. The application is in low-cost measurement of ambient
light conditions, e.g., for display control in portable instruments, or
for testing the intensity and spectral distribution of light sources.
Signals proportional to the intensity and the spectral distribution
of the incident light are available at the output in the form of two
bit-streams. It is demonstrated that daylight can be distinguished
from other light sources, such as incandescent lamps and fluores-
cent lamps.

Index Terms—CMOS optical sensor, color measurement, sigma-
delta converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

COLOR sensing is usually associated with imaging sensors
composed of large arrays of photodetectors covered with

a pattern of differently dyed color filters. In standard IC tech-
nology, readout circuits are also integrated. Many practical ap-
plications do merely require only a single-point color measure-
ment. Although the image device itself is low-cost, the image
information is highly superfluous in many single-point color
measurement applications, and extracting the color information
from the video signals requires advanced and complex data pro-
cessing. The measurement of the spectral distribution of an illu-
minating light source is important, as changes can significantly
affect or distort the human perception. A notorious example is
the effect of an artificial light source in the perceived percep-
tion of the color of food on display. Another application is in
the ability to distinguish between illumination by an artificial
light source or by daylight, thus enabling the detection whether
the system, in which the sensor is integrated, is being used in-
doors or outdoors. Implementation of a single-point color sensor
enables the optimum readout of a display in a scientific instru-
ment, but can also be of interest in a consumer product such as
a portable phone.

The economic viability of a single-point color measurement
system, considering the cost and availability of color imaging
sensors in high volumes, critically depends on the possibility
of realizing the system in a standard microelectronic process
(preferably CMOS). Also adding the system to other functions
on a single chip means that the system would have to fit in an
unaltered CMOS process, using the layers available only and
without additional compatible process steps. Fortunately, silicon
IC processes do offer opportunities because a) the absorption
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Fig. 1. Stacked photodetectors in silicon.

of light in silicon in the visible part of the spectrum is wave-
length dependent [1], and b) the surface thin film layers can be
used to form an interference filter with a peak transmission at a
wavelength set by design and determined by layer thickness and
material properties. Exploitation of these effects has been inves-
tigated by authors for many years [2], [3] and has actually also
been proposed for the realization of a color imaging sensor [4],
and it has recently also been applied in digital cameras [5]. In
this paper, we concentrate on the design, fabrication, and per-
formance measurement of CMOS integrated color measuring
systems for the identification of a set of artificial light sources
and daylight.

II. SENSOR OPERATION

There are several approaches for changing the spectral re-
sponse of photodetectors fabricated in a CMOS process without
the use of extra masks or processing steps. If PN junctions at dif-
ferent depths in the silicon can be fabricated, as shown in Fig. 1,
these devices can have a significantly different spectral respon-
sivity. This effect is due to the strong wavelength dependence of
the absorption coefficient shown in Fig. 2 [1], which causes the
penetration depth of light in silicon to be wave-
length dependent. Incident photons with a wavelength of about
400 nm (blue) are absorbed within a layer up to 0.1 m below
the silicon surface, whereas red light at 600 nm penetrates about
10 m into the silicon, as described in [3]. As electron-hole pairs
are generated upon absorption, the vertical distribution of these
generated charge carriers is penetration depth dependent. The
vertically stacked junctions are used for depth-dependent col-
lection of this photocharge and thus yield photocurrents ( )
depending on junction depth. An extension of this method is
indicated in Fig. 3 [3] and basically includes a technique for
more clearly and more flexibly assigning an absorption volume
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Fig. 2. Absorption coefficient and penetration depth of light in silicon.

Fig. 3. Modulation of the depletion width (d ;d ) of stacked PN junctions.

to a collecting junction by avoidance of a neutral layer in be-
tween. The width of the depletion layers ( ) increases with
reverse voltages ( ) applied across the stacked junctions
and, therefore, the collection volumes of both PN junctions can
be tuned by their reverse voltages. As can be seen from the ab-
sorption coefficient curve of silicon (Fig. 2), significant changes
in responses can be obtained if the depletion layers can be varied
in the order of magnitude of 1 m or more in the region between
360 and 500 nm. This can be achieved in layers with relatively
low carrier concentration ( 10 /cm ). In most CMOS pro-
cesses, these layers are not available, therefore this voltage con-
trol effect is rather small, but it can be used for fine tuning of
the spectral response.

The alternative property of a CMOS process, that can be used
by designers to achieve a large differences in spectral response
of integrated photodiodes, is the fabrication of several diodes of
equal area, each covered with different dielectric of (semi-)con-
ducting layers. The difference in optical path for impinging light
results in interference peaking at a different wavelength. The
thickness and the optical properties of the layers that are used
have to be stable and well known for all batches of the stan-
dard process [6]. Since technology rules also have to be met, the

Fig. 4. Optical transmission of layers above the silicon.

Fig. 5. Cross section of the fabricated CMOS color sensor.

design of the optical path is restricted to combinations of a lim-
ited amount of suitable layers above the PN junctions. The max-
imum obtainable spectral selectivity, therefore, depends highly
on the process used. In Fig. 4 simulations using a thin-film cal-
culation program [7] of the optical transmission of some typical
combinations of layers are shown. The two top curves indicate
that combinations of dielectric layers, like BPSG and oxy-ni-
tride, can reduce the surface reflectance from 70%, in the case
of a direct air-silicon optical interface, to about 20%, but also in-
troduces a wavelength dependence. The lower curve shows the
effect of a thin poly-silicon layer on top of the surface, absorbing
almost all short-wavelength light.

III. SENSOR FABRICATION

The area of the photodiode is 0.48 mm . The basic structure
of the CMOS compatible sensor is shown in Fig. 5. Basically,
two vertically stacked PN junctions, available in a standard
CMOS process, are used. The shallow junction is between the
P -implanted layer, which is used for the drain and source
layer, and the N-well. The deeper junction is between the
N-well and the P-epilayer. The upper absorption volume
(P -N-well junction) contributes to the shallow junction pho-
tocurrent and the lower absorption volume (N-well-P-epilayer
junction) to that of the lower diode. As impinging blue/UV
light is already fully absorbed within a depth less than 0.5 m,
such short wavelength light contributes to the photocurrent
of the upper junction only. Similarly, longer wavelength light
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Fig. 6. Spectral responses of the fabricated device.

generates predominantly photocharge at larger depths and,
thus, contributes mainly to the lower-junction photocurrent.
The BPSG oxide thickness above the diodes is measured
as 650 nm, the thickness of the SP layer is 0.5 m, and the
depth of the N-Well is 2.8 m. Fig. 6 shows the spectral
response curves of the fabricated photodiodes, measured using
a SPEX /Jobin-Yvon Triax-180 monochromator, a Xenon lamp
light source, and a calibrated Hamamatsu S1200 photodiode
as a reference. Clearly, the deep junction exhibits a better
long-wavelength response as compared to the shallow junction.

IV. SENSOR READOUT

The N-well contact supplies both the P -layer-N-well
photocurrent plus the N-well-P-epilayer photocurrent ,
and, thus, is a good measure for the total incident photon
flux. The photocurrent measured at this terminal is, therefore,
the intensity signal. The ratio of the photocurrent supplied
at the drain/source contact divided by the N-well current

is in first order approximation independent
of the light intensity due to the high linearity of both the pho-
todetectors and the readout methods presented here. Therefore,
this ratio is a good measure for the spectral information and is
referred to as the color signal. The measured color signal of the
sensor is shown in Fig. 7. Several circuits
are suitable for readout of . A very simple realization
is based on a first-order oscillator A-to-D conversion, as shown
in Fig. 8. This circuit has been described in [8]. The dominant
time constant of this circuit is determined by the photodetector
itself. The circuit provides a digital output signal with a
frequency proportional to the light intensity and a duty-cycle
proportional to the color signal. The method described here
is applying the Sigma-Delta ( – ) AD conversion principle
shown in Fig. 9 for the readout. The oversampling principle
allows a flexible tradeoff between bandwidth and accuracy
(noise). The reverse biased junction capacitance of the pho-
todiodes and capacitor are used as a storage element,
integrating the photocurrent. The photocurrent discharges the
initial charge across the photodetector and lowers the voltage
at the input of the comparator. If this voltage level drops below

Fig. 7. Ratio of the photocurrents as a function of the wavelength.

Fig. 8. Color sensor in a first order oscillator circuit.

Fig. 9. Readout of the color sensor using a charge mode �–� AD converter.

the reference level , capacitor will be switched to
during one clock cycle and during the subsequent clock cycles
a charge is added
to the sensor. The voltage across the sensor will therefore
increase again and the comparator input voltage will oscillate
around . The charge-loss due to the photocurrent
between two output pulses equals . The
average bitstream output frequency therefore simply equals

and can be scaled with the value of
the charge injection capacitor . Two conversion cycles are
needed to measure both signals. In the first phase, plus are
measured (both junctions parallel) and during the second phase
only the current provided by the lower junction is monitored
(upper junction shorted). Two 16-bit up/down counters are used
to integrate the bit-streams at the output of the comparator and
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Fig. 10. Microphotograph op the optical microsystem.

Fig. 11. Typical spectra of three different illumination sources.

store the values of the photocurrent from the lower and upper
junction. From these values, the intensity and color signal can
easily be calculated. A microphotograph of the realized system
in CMOS is shown in Fig. 10.

V. LIGHT SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

Low-cost identification of environmental light conditions is
needed in many portable consumer products in order to dis-
tinguish between indoor and outdoor mode of operation. This
color sensor is very suitable in such applications. Fig. 11 shows
the typical spectral distributions P of incandescent-, fluo-
rescent- and daylight. Multiplication of these spectra with the
spectral sensitivity of the sensor from Fig. 7 yields the spec-
tral response of the ratio . Averaging these
values over the visible spectrum, and introducing a scale factor

for the readout circuit, the ratio of the bitstream fre-
quencies of the lower and upper junction can be calculated:

TABLE I
CALCULATED AND MEASURED OUTPUT FREQUENCY RATIOS

. Table I compares the calcu-
lated values of with the measured ratio of
the bitstream frequencies for the three illumination conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The CMOS integrated optical microsystem presented here
enables the measurement of intensity and the average spectral
content of impinging light without the need for extra masks
for color filtering. This is an important advantage over other
color measurement systems. The relatively simple readout cir-
cuits and the compliance with a standard CMOS process allow
addition of this optical microsystem to an existing CMOS de-
sign, lowering the cost of the total system. The cost compar-
ison is with the CCD camera. It should be noted that the present
die is relatively large, and cost is mainly determined by the op-
tical package. The photodiode area can be reduced, and modern
CMOS processes allow a further reduction of the size of the
circuits, making a more economically viable die. Long integra-
tion times allow an effective suppression of noise, and, there-
fore, in many applications, the photodiodes can be smaller as
the ones presented here. In the case of a stand-alone system,
the bit-stream outputs and on-chip counters facilitate direct in-
terfacing. The sensors have to be optimized for a large differ-
ence in spectral response in a given CMOS process. This can
be achieved by selecting junctions with a large difference in
depth in the silicon, but also by using the optical properties of
the various dielectric layers above the diodes and the package.
Especially in the blue/UV range, the optical path requires spe-
cial attention and can increase or decrease the spectral sensi-
tivity. Light intensity is typically measured with a four-decade
dynamic range. The output frequencies of the bit-streams are
proportional to the optical intensity and range between 0.3 Hz
and 100 kHz. The frequency ratio of both bit-streams is due to
the spectral content and varies with a maximum of about 9%
from incandescent light to direct daylight. This frequency ratio
is in first-order approximation independent of the light intensity.
Unlike conventional color measurement systems, in which three
different spectral responses are measured, the operating mech-
anism for measuring spectral content in this sensor is based on
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bi-chromatic sensing. As a result, the spectral selectivity is in-
herently limited. Nevertheless, the system can distinguish be-
tween incandescent light and daylight. Unambiguous identifi-
cation of fluorescent light from daylight conditions can be real-
ized if the ac component in the optical signal is also detected.
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